On-line optical imaging of the human brain with 160-ms temporal resolution
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Abstract: We have developed an instrument for non-invasive optical imaging of the human brain that produces on-line images with a temporal resolution of 160 ms. The imaged quantities are the temporal changes in cerebral oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations. We report real-time videos of the arterial pulsation and motor activation recorded on a $4 \times 9 \text{ cm}^2$ area of the cerebral cortex in a healthy human subject. This approach to optical brain imaging is a powerful tool for the investigation of the spatial and temporal features of the optical signals collected on the brain.
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1. Introduction

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is an effective technique for the non-invasive monitoring of cerebral hemodynamics and oxygenation. A number of studies have shown the non-invasive applicability of optical techniques to the detection of intracranial hematomas [1], the monitoring of cerebral hemodynamics during sleep [2,3], and the study of the activation of the motor [4-7], cognitive [8,9] and visual [10-12] cortex in human subjects. Optical imaging of the brain, where the temporal information provided by NIRS is spatially resolved, shows promise as an alternative to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). Most of the devices for optical brain imaging feature relatively long acquisition times. In fact, reported acquisition times per image are 3-5 s [5,13], < 30 s [14], 2.5 min [15], several hours [16,17], 1-3 days [18], and not quantified “slow data acquisition rate” [19], and “long measurement times” [20]. While these acquisition times can be appropriate for structural imaging or for the monitoring of slow dynamic processes, it is desirable to exploit the capability of high temporal resolution afforded by optical methods in functional brain imaging. In this direction, Koizumi et al. [21] have developed a trans-cranial optical imaging device with a quasicontinuous image acquisition at a rate of 2 Hz (acquisition time per image: 500 ms). We have recently reported a fast imaging system that was capable of acquiring optical images of a piglet brain at a rate of 5.21 Hz (acquisition time per image: 192 ms) [22]. In this article, we present a modified version of our imaging system that acquires optical images of a 9 cm × 4 cm area of the human brain cortex at a rate of 6.25 Hz (acquisition time per image: 160 ms). An acquisition rate faster than twice the heart rate allows us to image the arterial pulsation. The back-projection scheme used by us for image reconstruction is straightforward and can be applied on-line for the display of images in real-time during the measurement. We report three real-time videos of non-invasive optical imaging of the human brain. The first one is the mapping of the arterial pulsation at rest; the second and the third videos report the spatially-resolved hemodynamics observed on the primary motor cortex during contralateral hand tapping.

2. Instrumentation

The basic optical unit is a multi-channel frequency-domain tissue spectrometer [23,24] (ISS, Champaign, IL, Mod. No. 96208). This instrument features sixteen intensity-modulated laser diodes and two heterodyned photomultiplier tube detectors (PMT’s). The modulation frequency of the laser intensity is 110 MHz, and the cross-correlation frequency for heterodyne detection is 5 kHz. The sixteen laser diodes and the two PMT’s are coupled to optical fibers. The sixteen source fibers (eight guiding light at 758 nm, and eight at 830 nm) are multimode glass fibers 400 µm in core diameter, and the two detector fiber bundles have an internal diameter of 3 mm. The source fiber locations (numbered from 1 to 8) and the detector fibers (labeled as A and B) were placed on the head according to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1. Each source location represents two source optical fibers, one per each wavelength. The source-detector distance on the subject’s head between source locations 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and detector A (B) has the same value of 3.0 cm. This guarantees that each source-detector pair provides a similar optical penetration depth into the brain cortex. The sixteen laser diodes are electronically multiplexed at a rate of 100 Hz (10 ms on-time per
diode) to time-share the two parallel PMT detectors. Consequently, the acquisition time for the whole series of 32 source-detector pairs is 160 ms.

Simultaneously with the measurement of frequency-domain optical data on the subject's head, we continuously collected the heart rate (beats per min) of the subject with a pulse oximeter (Nellcor N-200) on a toe.

### Fig. 1. Geometrical arrangement of the sixteen source optical fibers and two detector fiber bundles on the head of a human subject. Each one of the eight closed circles (numbered 1-8) represents one pair of source fibers at 758 and 830 nm. The two open circles (labeled as A and B) represent the two detector fiber bundles. The rectangle inside the head is the 4×9 cm² imaged area. The measurement protocol involves hand-tapping with the right hand (contralateral to the imaged brain area). The 10-s tapping periods are indicated by the blue bars in the temporal diagram. The video displays the real-time evolution of the relative deoxy-hemoglobin concentration (Δ[Hb]) map during the hand-tapping protocol, as well as the temporal traces from two representative source-detector pairs (1A and 6B). Duration of the animated gif video: 87 s; file size: 849 kB.

### 3. Data processing

We have translated the temporal changes in the intensity measured by each source-detector pair into changes in the absorption coefficient (Δμₐ) by using the differential-pathlength-factor (DPF) method [25]. We assumed DPF values of 6.53 at 758 nm and 5.86 at 830 nm on the...
basis of literature data [26]. From the values of $\Delta \mu_a$ at two wavelengths, we have calculated the temporal changes in the cerebral oxy-hemoglobin ([$\Delta[HbO_2]$]) and deoxy-hemoglobin ([$\Delta[Hb]$]) concentrations [27]. Even though the DPF method yields quantitative concentration changes, the accuracy of the DPF method for non-uniform absorption changes is limited.

The two-dimensional optical maps are computed by back-projecting the hemoglobin changes measured at each source-detector pairs. The back-projection scheme is illustrated in the matrix on Fig. 2. The pixel size is $0.5\text{ cm} \times 0.5\text{ cm}$. The numbers in each pixel indicate the corresponding source location, while their colors indicate the detector (red for detector A, blue for detector B). The value at each image pixel is a linear combination of the readings from no more than three source-detector pairs. When two readings are linearly combined, the weights of the two readings are either $(1/2, 1/2)$ or $(3/4, 1/4)$. In the latter case, the reading with a higher weight is shown boldface in the matrix of Fig. 2. When three readings are linearly combined, the weights are $(1/2, 1/4, 1/4)$, with the higher weighted reading shown in boldface. The individual pixel values have been linearly interpolated to produce the final optical maps. The small computation time required by this back-projection/linear interpolation scheme allows for the display of the optical images on-line during the measurement. Similar to the DPF method, our backprojection scheme is not expected to accurately quantify non-uniform absorption changes. Consequently, the micromolar values of [$\Delta[HbO_2]$] and [$\Delta[Hb]$] obtained with our DPF/backprojection approach is not quantitatively accurate in the presence of localized absorption changes.

4. Measurement protocol

The measurement protocol consists of a periodic motor stimulation (hand tapping) performed by repeating a series of stimulation/rest sequences. The subject was a healthy, right-handed 20 year old male. The subject was comfortably lying on his back for the whole duration of the experiment. After a 10 min baseline acquisition, the subject was asked to tap with the right hand for 10 seconds, followed by 17 seconds of rest. This tapping/rest sequence was repeated
ten times for a total measurement time of about 5 min. The frequency of hand-tapping was set by a metronome to 2.5 Hz. The optical probe was located on the subject’s primary motor cortex, on the side contralateral to the tapping hand as illustrated in Fig. 1. The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows a portion of the measurement about 1.5 min long, which includes three hand-tapping periods (indicated by the blue bars) and four rest periods.

5. Results

During baseline acquisition, with the subject comfortably resting in a supine position, we have imaged the arterial pulsation. Figure 3(a) shows the maps of changes in oxy-hemoglobin concentration over a period of 1.6 s, which covers two heartbeat periods. The heart rate is about 77 min^{-1}, corresponding to a period of 780 ms. The acquisition time of 160 ms (about 1/5 of the heartbeat period in this case) gives us a sufficient temporal resolution to image the arterial pulsation. We have chosen the oxy-hemoglobin map because the arterial pulsation modulates the tissue concentration of arterial hemoglobin, which is almost fully oxygenated. Next to each optical image of the brain, we show the temporal trace of the arterial pulsation simultaneously recorded on a toe of the subject by the pulse oximeter. During the heartbeat period, one can clearly recognize the systolic (maximum [HbO\textsubscript{2}]) and diastolic (minimum [HbO\textsubscript{2}]) phases. We observe that the whole image oscillates in phase, but the amplitude of the [HbO\textsubscript{2}] oscillation is spatially dependent. This may result from a spatial inhomogeneity in the distribution of the arteries. Figure 3(b) is a 15-s video of the spatially resolved arterial pulsation optically imaged on the subject’s head.

![Fig. 3. (a) Oxy-hemoglobin optical maps of the brain over two heartbeat periods during baseline acquisition. The acquisition time is 160 ms. The traces next to each image are the pulsation readings from the pulse oximeter on a toe of the subject. (b) Real-time video of the spatial map of relative oxy-hemoglobin concentration during baseline (from $t = 21.5$ s to $t = 36.5$ s). The duration of the quicktime video is 15 s and the file size is 301 kB.](image)

The experimental set-up for the hand-tapping protocol is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 1 is also a real-time video of the optical brain image of relative deoxy-hemoglobin concentration ($\Delta$[Hb]) during the hand tapping protocol. In addition to the image
of cerebral $\Delta[Hb]$, this video schematically shows the location of the optical probe on the subject’s head and the hand-tapping procedure. The temporal graph in the lower part of Fig. 1 shows the $\Delta[Hb]$ traces from two representative source-detector pairs, namely 1A and 6B. The latter (6B) is the source-detector pair that recorded the strongest response to motor activation, while the first one (1A) is about 5 cm away and did not record a significant deoxy-hemoglobin response to activation. In the optical monitoring of the cerebral response to hand tapping, we have filtered out the high frequencies related to the arterial pulsation by performing a running average over 800 ms (i.e. five frames). Consequently, we still display one image every 160 ms, but each image results from the average of the preceding five images. This is appropriate because the hemodynamic response to brain activation occurs over a time scale of seconds. The temporal traces of $\Delta[Hb]$ in Fig. 1 also serve the purpose of a temporal marker, indicating the progress of the measurement through the three tapping periods covered by the duration of the video. The three tapping periods shown here are the second, third and fourth ones of the ten periods that constitute the complete hand-tapping protocol. All of the ten tapping periods showed a similar response in the optical images.

Figure 1 shows the deoxy-hemoglobin image during the tapping protocol. Figure 4 compares the maps of oxy and deoxy-hemoglobin concentration changes measured at rest and at the maximum change in oxy-hemoglobin concentration during the fourth tapping period ($t=68.5$ s). Figure 4 is also the video of the maps of $\Delta[HbO_2]$ and $\Delta[Hb]$ for the same three successive periods of tapping and rest shown in Fig. 1. We observe that the color scale in the $\Delta[HbO_2]$ map is the same as in the arterial pulsation maps of Fig. 3.

During hand tapping, there is a local increase in blood flow over the motor cortex area [28]. This activation-induced increase in blood flow determines a focal increase in oxy-hemoglobin concentration and a decrease in deoxy-hemoglobin concentration, as shown in

![Image of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin maps](image_url)
Fig. 4. While our optical maps show a localized decrease in [Hb] during hand tapping, the cerebral [HbO$_2$] increases over a much larger area. In fact, we observed an increase in oxyhemoglobin concentration over the whole imaged area, even though the amplitude of the increase was not spatially uniform. This suggests a systemic contribution to the oxyhemoglobin signal. Figure 5 shows the time traces of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations for the duration of the video of Fig. 4. The oxy-hemoglobin traces are shown together with the optical signal recorded by the pulse oximeter on the foot of the subject. The fact that the systemic signal detected by the pulse oximeter well correlates with the oxyhemoglobin signal on the brain explains the lack of localization observed in the oxyhemoglobin map during motor stimulation. The systemic contribution to the cerebral hemodynamics strongly affects the oxy-hemoglobin concentration, and it superimposes with the focal oxy-hemoglobin change induced by motor activation.

![Image of Fig. 5](image-url)

**Fig. 5.** (a) Oxy-hemoglobin and (b) deoxy-hemoglobin concentration traces recorded with source-detector pairs 6B and 1A during the three rest/tapping periods shown in the videos of Figs. 1 and 4. The blue bars indicate the tapping periods. Panel (a) also shows the optical signal recorded by the pulse oximeter on a toe of the subject. (c) Geometrical arrangement of the optical probe with the indication of the zones probed by source-detector pairs 6B and 1A (see also Fig. 2).

**6. Discussion**

We have presented a non-invasive instrument for the real-time, on-line optical imaging of the human brain. The videos of Figs. 1, 3, and 4 illustrate the capabilities and the potential of this instrument. The observed difference in the localization of the activated cortex area in the oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin images during motor stimulation (Fig. 4) confirms our recent findings in a study on five healthy subjects [29]. As suggested by Fig. 5, this result may be determined by a systemic contribution to the hemodynamics, which is synchronous with the motor stimulation task. The fact that this systemic contribution has a more significant effect on the [HbO$_2$] than on the [Hb] indicates that its origin may be in the almost fully saturated arterial hemoglobin compartment.

Our frequency-domain imaging system collects amplitude and phase data with the same temporal resolution as the intensity data. Here, we have only reported images of relative oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations that are computed from spatially resolved intensity...
data. However, amplitude and phase data have the potential of providing additional useful information in optical imaging of the brain. In fact, phase information may be used to measure the local value of the DPF [26], rather than relying on literature values. However, the particular value of the DPF has little influence on the qualitative trend (increase vs. decrease) of the measured oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations, whose measurement is the main objective of the imaging system reported here. Furthermore, the influence of the DPF value on the quantitation of $\Delta[Hb]$ and $\Delta[HbO_2]$ may be overwhelmed by the effect of spatial tissue inhomogeneities. In any case, an accurate measurement of the spectral dependence of the DPF (in our case, the ratio of the DPF values at the two wavelengths) may be important to minimize the cross-talk between Hb and HbO$_2$ [30]. G. Gratton et al. have reported that the phase signal can non-invasively detect fast neuronal activity signals with a latency of 50-100 ms [31].

We observe that, as a result of the multiplexing of the sixteen laser diodes, the optical data from the thirty-two source-detector pairs are acquired in series. Consequently, our backprojection algorithm may linearly combine readings that have been acquired at different times, the time difference ranging from 10 to 150 ms in our case. This would require a re-phasing of the individual source-detector readings for the accurate imaging of temporal processes on a 100 ms time scale or faster. Such a re-phasing was not necessary in the application reported here, as the arterial pulsation and the activation-induced cerebral hemodynamics occur on a time scale of seconds.

Our optical imaging approach is based on data measured with a collection of source-detector pairs. The data from each source-detector pair is highly sensitive to optical changes occurring at superficial tissue layers [32]. Consequently, extracranial hemodynamics gives a contribution to the optical signal that combines with the contribution from the cerebral cortex. This can be particularly important in the imaging of the arterial pulsation, where the capability of discriminating the extracranial and intracranial pulsatile contributions may result in a novel approach to the detection of strokes and cerebral hemorrhages. We observe that pressure-induced changes in the optical-fibers/skin coupling may also contribute to the pulsatile optical signal. However, by assuming that the hemoglobin in the arterial compartment gives the dominant contribution to the pulsatile optical signal, we have recently been able to accurately measure the arterial saturation [33]. For this reason, to generate Fig. 3, we have considered the pulsatile absorption as completely due to [Hb] and [HbO$_2$] changes.

7. Conclusion

We believe that to effectively investigate the optical signals collected on the brain under rest and stimulation conditions, it is important to combine the excellent temporal resolution that can be achieved with optical methods, with a spatially resolved measurement that provides imaging capabilities. This is the main objective of our optical imaging instrument. Furthermore, our backprojection approach allows for the real-time, on-line optical imaging of the brain, as demonstrated by the videos presented here. By increasing the number of source-detector channels, one can achieve more refined maps (smaller pixel size) of larger brain areas, to possibly cover the entire cerebral cortex. Real-time, on-line optical imaging of the entire human brain cortex with a temporal resolution in the 100 ms range can open new opportunities in human brain research.
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